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Goals for the Course 
Related to Action Research.

1. To Understand VMI Action Research
2. To Establish your research design
3. To Begin Phase I

• Background
• Literature Review
• Question

Statistical Content 
• Review: Descriptive & Inferential Measures and Excel 

Applications 
• Effect Size
•Significance Testing
•Correlation
•Regression
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Beginning the Action Research Process… A few things we have 
learned across the years

1. The Action Research process from now until April works best when everyone 
wears two hats:
a) A researcher & writer of action research
b) A reviewer of colleagues� action research who studiously considers and 

collectively discusses others� action research ideas, hurdles, next steps, 
etc.

2. For many this week begins with a �blank page�. A blank page can be scary.
3. Topic Selection, the Research Question, and the Study Design comprise the 

roadmap that guides all future AR work.  We want to get these right.
4. In addition to mathematical thinking, this class demands reading, discussion, 

drafting and clarifying ideas, individual work time, and informational writing.
5. “Slogging”, “Fits and Starts”, “One step forward and two steps back” are all 

natural parts of action research
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Stats III Assignments

Due on Monday, July 22
• Research topic & draft of research question
• 1-2 page written description of your topic, research question, and 

study design.

To Accomplish this the Goals for the Week are:
• Understand various study designs;
• Finalize your action research topic;
• Understand and draft your action research question;
• Understand the purpose(s) of a literature review and begin;
• Understand the purpose of Phase I and begin;
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Understanding the VMI Action Research Skeleton
A Bird’s Eye View

Individually
• Have AR Sample 1
• Read Guidelines 2019-20 AR
• Keep track of any questions, thoughts or ideas that need 

more detail.
With a Partner
• Use the following prompts, AR Sample 1, and Guidelines to 

make sense of the VMI AR
• Define the major purpose(s) of each Phase
• How are Phases 2 & 3 different?
• As a collection, how the Phases tell a complete “Story”.
• Record your questions.

Session 1: What is AR?
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Mathematical Modeling 

Problem Formulate

Compute Interpret

Validate Report
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Our Major Focus for the Week
Phase I:  Introduction and Problem Formulation                                     

This section generally includes a:
• description of the action research topic;

• general background of the problem including a description of events that led to this 
problem and your motivation for studying this issue.  In this section the researcher 
often explains why this topic is important, worth studying, and the “good” that this 
work can facilitate;

• review of literature related to this problem. The literature review provides a 
research basis for your work and attempts to communicate what others have found 
out about this topic or other closely related topics;

• your research question. This question is central to your research and guides you and 
the reader through all aspects of the study. The research question is the keystone of 
the action research design.

Your Turn….



Structure of  Data Analysis/Reporting in Action Research
Structure your findings from General to Specific
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Purpose:
• To revisit statistical concepts from Stats I & 2 – General & Specific Measures for Describing 

and Comparing (pp. 1 & 2 of handout)
• To self monitor understanding of these measures focusing on:

• When is it appropriate to use each measure?
• How is it calculated (Excel)?
• How is it Represented (Excel)?
• How is it accurately described?

A few thoughts:
• Most (but not all)  of our content work this week is focused squarely on the high-use 

measures for VMI Action research.
• A subset of the General and Specific measures we are working with today will probably be 

used in every AR so they are the ones we want to be especially solid with.
• The four bullets above represent the 4 things one needs in order to use each measure 

effectively in AR. 



Stats III Day 1 
Statistics Content
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Directions
Materials
• “Data Set Day 1”

• Computer

• Statistics for K-8 Educators
• “Statistical Measures for VMI Action Research: Monitoring Your Understandings” pages 1 & 2

To Do
1. Use “Statistical Measures for VMI Action Research: Monitoring Your Understandings” as your 

guide.

2. Work through each measure – particularly mean and Standard deviation as these are the 

two measures you are most likely to use.

3. Practice the areas of each measure based on your individual level of understanding.

4. Save any calculations and representations for a full group debrief at the end of the session

5. We suggest working with a partner (groups of 3 or more are too large) as the conversation 

will be an important part of your practice/learning.  

6. We end the session with a full group debrief


